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The purpose of this paper is to show that generalizations of a result of 
Nagata [l, 33.11 and a result of Quentel [2] are both easy consequences of 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let R be a domain and let u be an element of the quotientjeld of 
R. Suppose that R is integrally closed in R[u], and that the conductor of u to 
R, I = {r E R 1 ru E R), is a finitely generated ideal of R. If the radical of I 
contains Iu, then u E R. 
Proof. Iu is an ideal of R, and like I, is finitely generated. If Iu C rad(I) 
then there is a positive integer n such that (Iu)% C I. If n = 1 then Iu C I, 
showing u is integral over R, hence in R. If n > 1 then I(I+W) = (Iu)n C I, 
showing In-Q is integral over, and hence in R. This means (Iu)“-1 sends u 
into R and so (Iu)“-l C I. Induction yields the result. 
In [2], Quentel shows that if R is a quasi-local l-dimensional integrally 
closed domain with the property that the intersection of two finitely generated 
ideals is again finitely generated, then R is a valuation domain. We weaken 
two of those hypotheses. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be an integrally closed quasi-local domain whose primes 
are linearly ordered by inclusion. Suppose that the intersection of any two 
principal ideals is finitely generated. Then R is a valuation domain. 
Proof. Let u be an element of the quotient field of R and suppose that 
u = x/y where x and y are elements of R. It is easy to see that the conducter 
of x/y is I = (xR n yR) x-l. This is finitely generated, since xR n yR is. 
Because the primes of R form a chain, we must have either rad(Iu) C rad(I) 
or rad(I) C rad(Iu). In the first case we would have Iu C rad(I), and the 
lemma would tell us that u E R. In the second case we would have 
IC rad(Iu). Letting J = Iu, it is easy to see that J is the conductor of u-r 
and is finitely generated. We get Ju-’ = I C rad(Iu) = rad(J) and the lemma 
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now tells us that u-r E R. Thus R contains either u or u-l and R is a valuation 
domain. 
We now weaken the Koetherian assumption of [l, 33. I]. 
rhEOREM 2. Let R be a domain and let T be a domain between R and its 
quotient field such that R is integrally closed in T. Suppose that for every prime 
P of R, there is a prime Q of T with Q n R = P. If for each t E T, the con- 
ductor of t to R is finitely generated, then R = T. 
Proof. Pick t E T and let I be the conductor of t to R. Suppose that P 
is any prime of R which contains I. Let Q be a prime of 7’ with Q n R = P. 
I C P C Q implies that It C Q. However, It C R, and so It C Q n R = I’. 
Therefore any prime of R containing I also contains It, showing It C rad(1). 
By assumption, I is finitely generated, and the lemma yields t E R. 
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